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Message from the
Board of Management
Chairperson: Mrs Maureen Vida
workshop facilities have had to go as we have had
to consolidate to 4 residences and 3 workshops.
In these challenging times in our country, this
mental health organisation is proud of its ability to
adapt to change and transform to accommodate
the needs of people with disabilities and survive!
We have been open to embrace the trends around
the world to try and improve our services and
keep them relevant. It is a privilege to be a part
of the national SA Federation for Mental Health
movement and through them the World Federation
of Mental Health. The networking over the years
with 16 other mental health organisations in the
other provinces has been a vital part of continuing
to follow trends and developments.

It is a great honour for me to share some of
the history in commemoration of this 75th year
anniversary of PMB Mental Health. Our staff have
been busy researching and remembering the past
and I am proud to share some of the successes this
amazing organisation has achieved, and by the
same token also acknowledge the many projects
that have had to close over time, due mainly to a
lack of sufficient finances or circumstances beyond
our control. Imagine if all the buildings were still
running to capacity!
This organisation has seen many changes and
developments over these decades and lived to tell
a tale of the rise of a significant service to people
with disabilities that focused on the young and
old and all races from a very early stage in our
existence.

We have attempted to recognise some heroes from
the early days but there were many stalwarts,
donors and dedicated staff that have contributed
to these 75 years and too many to mention. To
all the funders and donors, the volunteers, many
board members who have worked tirelessly to
keep PMB Mental Health going and staff members
who went beyond their duty out of commitment to
the service of people with mental disabilities, you
are the real heroes in the history of PMBMH!

Over these past 75 years PMB Mental Health is
proud to have been a part of establishing no less
than 5 special schools in the Pietermaritzburg areas,
developing 7 residential facilities and 6 protective
workshops including psychosocial rehabilitation
facilities and three PSR clubs. While we continue
to see the schools run by the Department of
Education, sadly some of our residential and

Message from the
National Executive Director
SA Federation for Mental Health: Ms Bharti Patel

The Pietermaritzburg Mental Health is a beacon of
hope for persons with psychosocial and intellectual
disability. The organisation goes beyond its call of
duty to ensure that families and communities are
informed about mental health and wellbeing while

caring for those who are marginalised. I salute all
the care givers, instructors and social workers,
management and the Board who give selflessly
of their time to provide care and enduring hope
in other people lives. Thank you. A luta continua
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Background &
Services Offered
PMB Mental Health is celebrating its 75th year of providing services to people with
disabilities. It is a well-established non-profit organisation, established in 1945,
to support soldiers with mental illnesses who were traumatised survivors of World
War II. The organisation still works closely with hospitals and clinics including Town
Hill and Fort Napier and expanded to provide services to persons with all kinds of
mental disabilities and their families in the greater Pietermaritzburg area. A need was
established to educate the community about the different kinds of illnesses and how
to deal with affected people. The service was extended to persons with intellectual
disabilities with their families. Today the organisation continues to be a relevant
service provider in a community with a growing need.
The organisation offers services to the local communities via three main
programmes:
Social Work Programme
Communities including
Umgungundlovu and Harry
Gwala District areas

Residential Programme

Employment Programme

1. The Palms

1. Buxton Workshop

2. P Pillay Home

2. Inkanyezi Workshop

3. Lynn House

3. MH Moosa Workshop

4. ML Sultan Frail Care Centre
741 service users

184 residents

220 service users

PRESENT BOARD MEMBERS
CHAIRPERSON

MRS MAUREEN VIDA

DEPUTY
CHAIRPERSON

MR SIPHIWE MTHEMBU

TREASURER

MR JOHN SWART

BOARD MEMBER

MR LOT NTULI

BOARD MEMBER

MRS MAUD MTHEMBU

BOARD MEMBER

MR KUMAREN MOODLEY

BOARD MEMBER

MR SIYABONGA SITHOLE
[Chairman of Advocacy Movement]

BOARD MEMBER

MRS PRUDENCE MAJOLA
[Staff representative]
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Former Directors

Mrs Joan Tenant
Director 1966 – 1998

Miss Elna Wellman
Director 1998 – 2016

Former Honorary Board Members
STALWARTS GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

Mr Aroo Naidoo

Dr B Lind

Mr N Mudaly

1982 – 2020

11 years as Chairman

1975 – 2019

Board member from
1982 for 38 years

1969 – 2020

Board member from
1975 for 44 years

Past Chairman 20012006
2013 -2017

Board member from
1969 for 51 years
Past Chairman from
1982-2001
19 years as Chairman
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Previous Services Established
By Pmb Mental Health
EASTWOOD WORKSHOP
1986 TO 2003
The Society began raising funds in 1978 to build a
workshop to meet the needs of mentally disabled
adults in the local community. The workshop started
at the Congregational hall in Woodlands with 17 adult
females. In 1986 The MH Moosa Trust Mental Health
Centre enabled the attendees to move to new premises
in Eastwood and in 1987, premises of the old geriatric
hospital was leased to the society. Due to financial
difficulties and a need to consolidate and increasing
crime in the area at that time, the workshop had to
close in 2003.

EASTWOOD HOSTEL
1989 TO 2003
The old infectious disease hospital in Eastwood was
vacated after being used as an old aged home. An
appeal was made to the City council and were granted
the use of the building on a 25 year lease. After
some renovations that were made possible by Hilton
Lions Cub, Eastwood Hostel opened for Eastwood and
Sobantu residents with mental disabilities. Sadly due
to financial constraints and high crime in the area
the hostel was closed in 2003 and residents were
transferred to other residential facilities within the
organisation.

BUXTON HOSTEL
1984 – 1999
The Buxton Boarding establishment was purchased
in 1981. It consisted of three Victorian houses which
were converted for 23 residents. Renovations were
completed in August 1984 and the residents started
moving in. A swimming pool was built in 1992. The
hostel closed in 1999 and residents were moved to the
other residential facilities to make way for the planned
renovation and establishment of the new social work
centre.
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IMBALI OFFICES
1972 to 2000
SOCIAL WORK PSR CLUB AND CLINIC
In 1972 a house was made available by the Drakensburg
Bantu Administration. It was used as offices for social
workers, used for community work, learner classes for
the new school and also some protective workshop
activities took place. In 1988 the Imbali Psychosocial
rehabilitation Club was established and attendees met
on a daily basis to find ways of preparing them for
employment. They used their skills to generate an
income which supplemented their disability grant. In
2000 only the social workers were left there and they
were transferred to the new centralised Social Work
Centre in town. Today the house is utilised by the
service users of Inkanyezi workshop.

SUNNYSIDE FARM
1992 to 2017
In 1992 Sunnyside Farm in Bulwer was purchased with
funding donated by the Independent Development
Fund. This farm was previously a mission station and
once converted, it provided accommodation care and
training. Various crops and vegetables were grown, a
dairy was established and a variety of farm animals were
bred. 60 adults were transferred from other facilities.
The residents loved the outdoors and participating
in all the farming activities but unfortunately due to
financial difficulties and safety, a decision was taken
to sell the farm in 2018. All the residents were placed
in a facilities within the organisation.

ML SULTAN
1975 to 2000
Social Work Centre Clinic /
Protective Workshop / Psychosocial Rehab Club
In 1970 the City Council set aside 1.5 acres of land
in Northdale and fundraising began by the Indian
Auxiliary Committee of the Board of Management
for the Indian Mental Health Centre, ML Sultan was
hereby named after the trust that funded the building
of the centre.
It was completed in 1975 at a cost of R 43 000.00 and opened in 1976. Social Work services
to people of Northdale was offered at ML Sultan and included a psycho social rehabilitation
club. The Department of Health were offered offices for their neuro clinic from 1977 which
provided for 400 patients, until they moved to Ghandi Road psychiatric clinic.
In 1981 a protective workshop was started with 18 adult female attendees. They were kept
busy doing handcrafts to order and display at exhibitions. Contract work was being sought.
Funds were raised and application was made to the Municipality and Department of Community
Affairs to expand the workshop and this project then moved to the new MH Moosa workshop.
In 2000 social workers were transferred to the central Social Work Centre in town and the
building closed and only reoccupied in 2006 as a frail care centre.
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JOAN TENANT HOUSE
1994 TO 2017
Joan Tenant House was purchased in 1994 and
accommodated 20 residents. It was named after the
Director who was responsible for so many of these
established services in her 32 years of service to the
Society. This facility housed 20 residents up until 2017
when sadly a decision was taken to close down Joan
Tenant House due to dwindling state subsidies and
stretched financial resources as well as the building
deteriorating. The residents from Joan Tenant House
moved across the road to Lynn House and this building
has been sold in 2020.

SENIOR TRAINING CENTRE
1977 to 2011
In 1977 the PMB Mental Health purchased the
Youth Centre in Pietermaritz Street and after some
renovations in October 1977 it opened as a protective
workshop and residential facility for white adults
with intellectual disabilities. The 62 residents were
subsidized by the Department of Social Development.
In 2011 a decision was made to sell the residence as
the location of the Senior Training Centre had become
unsafe, due to the crime and heavy traffic. In 2012
The residents were moved to The Palms which had
been purchased and renovated.

SOCIAL WORK CENTRE ADMINISTRATION

1968 2015

NEURO CLINIC  CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC 
PSR CLUB 47
This building was purchased in 1968 with the help of
the Lions International Host Club. The building served
many purposes including offices for administrative
tasks and social work.
It also hosted a neuro clinic, a child guidance clinic,
rehabilitation and aftercare and a parents support
group, however these services were concluded in
1980 when the out-patients were transferred to
attend the clinic at the Town Hill Hospital and other
local psychiatric community clinics.
In 1985 PMB Mental Health admin and social work
offices moved to the Loop Street office. Club 47 was
then established as a Psycho Social Rehabilitation club
where members engaged in social activities up until it
closed in 2006. The building was subsequently sold in
2015.
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PETER PAN SCHOOL
1957 TO DATE
In 1957 the Peter Pan Training Centre was established to service
the needs of children with mental disabilities. It started with 10
children. Peter Pan is still operating as a LSEN school under the
Department of Education and is currently a feeder school to
the Buxton protective workshop where supported employment
opportunities and work skills training are offered.

CAREHAVEN DAY CARE CENTRE
1986 to 2003
The centre was established in 1986 to cater for the
needs of profoundly mentally challenged children at
the Marion Centre. To accommodate for the increasing
demand for such a facility the Carehaven Centre
moved to a more suitable premises in Sobantu in 1994.
It was known as the Carehaven/ Sobantu Centre.

OPEN GATE SCHOOL
1976
A coloured auxiliary committee was appointed by
Mrs Ally in 1976. Open Gate was started Mrs Ally
for her son and five other special needs children.
The school catered for coloured children. Donations
were obtained and a vehicle was purchased. Open
gate school continues to grow and still exists today
providing learning opportunities for children with
special educational needs.

HS EBRAHIM SCHOOL
[Formerly known as Lotus Haven Centre]
1976 TO DATE
Lotus Haven School started in September 1975 with
10 children. In 1978 a subsidy was granted to the
school principal who utilised it to build 9 classes.
An additional 2,06 acres of land was allocated and
in 1979 attendees took occupation of the newly
renovated school. Application to the city council
for additional land adjoining the school was made
in 1983. Additional class rooms, staff rooms and a
hostel were erected which were opened in 1985.
The name was changed to HS Ebrahim and is still
successfully operating as a LSEN school under the
Department of Education for children with mental
disabilities. HS Ebrahim is currently a feeder school
to our various protective workshops and to whom
we offer employment opportunities and services.
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ENTOKOZWENI SCHOOL
1985 TO DATE
The Sweetwaters area was identified as having an increasing amount of children with mental
disabilities which is why representation was made to the Chief of the area for a piece of land
to build a school. The request was granted and in 1985 German donor Christoffel Blinde
Mission made building possible with funds donated. As the school expanded, donations were
sought locally, which enabled additional classrooms to be built. The government provided
qualified teachers and a subsidy. This school is still successfully operating as a LSEN school
under the Dept Education for children with mental disabilities and is currently a feeder school
to our various protective workshops.

EKUKHANYENI (Place of Light) SCHOOL
1981 TO DATE
The PMBMHS Black Auxiliary Committee was formed in 1974. A property in Imbali was
identified and the land was allocated by the Drakensberg Bantu Affairs Board. There
were children and adults attending the community centre in Imbali from 1972. Operations
commenced from a house made available to the society by the Drakensburg board. They
used a room in the offices of the social workers. Numbers increased and in 1981 the
Ekukhanyeni School was built from a 90% subsidy from the Department of Education and
Training. In 1981, the school was handed back to Dept Education. Ekukhanyeni is still
successfully operating as a LSEN school for children with mental disabilities. It remains
a feeder school to Inkanyezi workshop, which is next door where pupils work towards
employment opportunities and work skills training.
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ADMINISTRATION CENTRAL OFFICES
1985 TO DATE
Two semi-detached houses in Loop street [now Jabu Ndlovu street] were purchased and converted
into offices during 1984. The central office was also linked with the Buxton complex behind it
[stretching from Langalibalele Street] Once renovated the admin staff and social workers moved
from Temple Street in 1985. The Central Office is still operating from these premises.

SOCIAL WORK PROGRAMME
2000 TO DATE
The Social Work Centre was renovated in 2000 and currently accommodates the Deputy
Director, three Programme Managers and eight Social Workers with administrative personnel.
The B Lind Boardroom and a training room is also situated in the building. The social workers
provide services to our residents and workshop service users and provide support to service
users who are transitioning or in the open labour market. Most importantly the social workers
support individuals and their families by providing counselling, support groups and income
generating projects to stimulate and encourage persons with disabilities to live with a quality
of life in the community. Social workers also liaise with clinics and schools to identify those
who will benefit from our services. The social workers dedicate their time to promoting the
services of mental health especially during awareness months and use any opportunity to
advocate for the rights of persons with disabilities, prevent human rights abuses and provide
services to prevent the onset of psychosocial conditions from developing or reoccurring. This
includes offering EAP services and trauma debriefing. Social work interns and students are
also supervised and supported.
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Residential Programme
There are now four residential facilities in Pietermaritzburg, two large facilities
and two smaller facilities, one specialising in frail care. The Programme
Manager oversees 45 staff members providing for 184 residents. PMB Mental
Health commits to the person centred approach to residential care. Residents
are encouraged to develop interests and choose activities that they would
prefer to engage in. Sponsored activities have been provided and include mall
and sport event outings, movies, literacy classes, baking classes, garden clubs,
soccer clubs as well as art and crafts classes.
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THE PALMS RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
2012 TO DATE
The Palms Residential Facility was purchased from the Natal Children’s Home and when it
closed down in 2011. Mental Health then renovated it to accommodate adults and all the
residents from the Senior Training Centre in Pietermaritz Street transferred there in 2012
after it too had been sold. There are currently 60 residents who happily reside at the home.
They now enjoy wide open spaces with a swimming pool which hosts the annual swimming
galas and a sports field for the various sporting events. A recreation room is available for the
residents and provides entertainment and stimulation. The hall is used for meetings and is
available for hire to external companies for meetings and day time events. The residential
manager oversees ten care givers who are responsible to ensure 24 hour care to the residents.

LYNN HOUSE
1981 TO DATE
Lynn house was built in 1861. This Victorian-style building has a tower similar to those at the
Oval Pavilion in Alexandra Park.
Over the years this building was used for various purposes by different owners. It is believed
to have served as army offices’ headquarters during the Anglo-Boer War. This building was
also used by Peter Pan Special School hostel children who moved to their new premises
later. This home provides care for adults with psychosocial (psychiatric) conditions. In April
2015, Chairman of the Pietermaritzburg Mental Health, Mr A Naidoo re-opened the doors of
Lynn house, after being closed for renovations which was made possible by The Victor Daitz
Foundation. The residential manager oversees four care givers who ensure quality care to
the residents
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ML SULTAN FRAIL CARE CENTRE
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
2006 TO DATE
The ML Sultan Trust made the original building possible
which was used as a social work centre and a clinic.
Additional funding from Victor Daitz allowed for a
remodel to provide a specialised residential facility for
frail persons with mental disabilities. ML Sultan has
one residential manager who oversees ten care givers
and enrolled nurses provide the best quality of care
to 22 residents which includes daily activities include
exercise, physical therapy to the physically frail, art
classes and crafts classes and watching movies.

PATHMAVATHIE PILLAY RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
1992 TO DATE
Fundraiser, auxiliary committee and board member Bobby Mudaly, secured R40 000 from his
ailing relative Pathmavathie Pillay which was immediately put towards the residential building
plans, named in her honour. The need for residential care for disabled adults had been
established years before and Mr Mudaly with many dedicated staff and board members spent
a good few years fundraising in the local community to build this care facility with 86 beds
Many funders sponsored individual rooms. In July 1992 the home was opened with much
excitement. This facility remains the largest residential facility run by PMB Mental Health with
10 care staff and is home 80 residents.
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Employment Programme
The Employment Programme boasts 3 protective workshops and a skills
training programme together with its supported employment programme. The
programme manager oversees 3 managers and 17 staff and caters for 354
adults with intellectual psychosocial disabilities. Workshop instructors train
service users to perform daily tasks with contract work received from local
businesses. Skills training such as gardening, carwash, woodwork, baking,
cleaning, laundry, crafts and literacy. The various commemorative and religious
days are celebrated as well as year end parties, outings, local soccer matches
and sports events are hosted.
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INKANYEZI PROTECTIVE WORKSHOP
1972 TO DATE
The Inkanyezi protective workshop began with 18 adults in 1972. The workshop was initially
situated in the house which was used originally by Ekukhanyeni Special School and the
social workers. Ongoing skills training and crafts were provided. After more fundraising and
planning, a larger workshop was built next to the Ekukhanyeni School and it opened in
1984. Inkanyezi workshop has been in operation for over 45 years and currently provides
skills training in a protective work environment to 105 community service users. Five staff
members are responsible for the skills training, through contract work and other activities.

MH MOOSA PROTECTIVE WORKSHOP
1981 TO DATE
The workshop was first established in 1981 at the premises where ML Sultan is now situated.
The workshop started with 18 adult female attendees. They were kept busy doing handcrafts
to order and their work was displayed at exhibitions. Contract work was sought and funds
were raised to expand the workshop. An application was also made to the Municipality and
Department of Community Affairs to expand the workshop. Mr MH Moosa donated funding
for the building of the workshop and it was completed in 1988 hence the workshop is named
after its benefactor. Service users who attend this work from the local community and from P
Pillay residential facility. They are trained in work skills by assembling and packaging contract
work for local businesses , in a factory like setting so that they experience the discipline of
a workplace. There are 5 workshop instructors who oversee the contract work and various
essential skills training.
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SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT IN THE OPEN LABOUR MARKET
Supported employment has been a major focus from 2010 as a result of the transformation
of the workshops to be more than just a place of protected occupation. As a follow on from
the skills training, PMB Mental Health has actively campaigned to encourage businesses to
widen their understanding and employ mentally disabled persons who are physically able to
do many jobs. Many businesses have taken up the opportunity to allow training and then
employ people with disabilities and in 2017 Health and Welfare SETA enabled more who
could experience and learn how to work in a real place of work and receive a fair stipend for
their work. Mental Health has also employed four individuals with disabilities into full time
employment.

BUXTON PROTECTIVE WORKSHOP
1982 TO DATE
The Buxton workshop first started in rooms at the Buxton Hostel in April 1982. The larger
workshop was then planned and after more fundraising efforts it was built and opened in
1985. The majority of attendees come from the LSEN schools. There are 118 service users
who commute into town from the community as well as residents from The Palms and Lynn
House. Contract work is sourced from various companies in the city and this provides much
needed income and skills training. The income in turn supplements the disability grants of
the service users. There are 7 workshop instructors who provide daily guidance and essential
trainings.
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Pmb Mental Health Advocacy
Movement - 2005 to Date
The roots of the now PMBMH Advocacy Movement started growing in the early 2000s and
a number of self-advocates joined a consumers forum in 2005 after a large convention was
held for service users to teach them more about advocacy. The forum was a platform for
service users to air their views and forward their issues or requests concerning their place
of work and residence. These concerns are still brought to the manager for assistance and
guidance today! With guidance and education from the SA Federation SAMHAM the forum
developed into the current PMB Mental Health Advocacy Movement.
The movement is now made up of representatives from the community, workshops and
residential facilities and involves support staff. This movement aims also to empower and
train the service users through the educational sessions held during the year and their elected
committee is supported by a Social Worker. Meetings are held bi-monthly at different venues
and include provincial meetings with Durban and Coastal Mental Health when possible. Selfadvocates have been trained to accompany social workers and they participate in the various
presentations and talks provided for the national awareness campaigns during the year. The
elected chairperson of the movement also represents at the PMB Mental Health Board of
Management as a board member. The year end functions are held to close off the year and
reflect on successes that have been accomplished.
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Our Vision

Pietermaritzburg Mental Health empowers people
to ensure optimum quality of life.

Our Mission Statement
1. To work with the community to achieve the highest possible level of
mental health for all by :
•

Enabling people to participate in the identification of
individual and community mental health needs and by
responding appropriately;

•

Developing effective but affordable services to meet the
needs of people having difficulty coping with everyday
situations or who are affected by a mental disability such
as psychiatric illness, intellectual disability or emotional
disturbance;

•

Creating a public awareness of mental health issues;

•

Striving for the recognition, promotion and protection of
mental health rights for all people.
2. The Organisation aspires towards a caring and
equal service system with a just and fair society.
3. The Organisation believes in a service delivery
system reflected in an accountable partnership
between the Organisation and the individual or
community.
• The Organisation accepts the uniqueness
of each individual and recognises the
potential in people. Its management is
responsive and based on participation,
mutual trust and respect. Its structure
is such that it encourages and facilitates
the development of community.
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Sponsorship & Donations
Give A Little. Help A Lot!
• Accommodation Fees

• 3 Meals a Day

• Arts and Crafts

• Running Costs

• Sports and recreation

• Outings

• Food Parcels and Aid

• Cooking & Baking
Lessons

• Building Maintenance

With your sponsorship and support you will enable
our organistaion to provide our service users with the
following aid:

www.pmbmhs.org.za

Organisation Details
9 133 Jabu Ndlovu Street, Pietermaritzburg, 3201
k

pmbmhs@xsinet.co.za

m

(033) 392 7230

K

www.pmbmhs.org.za

E

Pietermaritzburg Mental Health Society
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